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the capital levy for 2007 was set at $0.25. in an
interview with the oil and energy security

website, oecs contributor farhad sharafkuh, an
iranian economist who is currently doing

research in azerbaijan, said that the
azerbijanien government is struggling to finance
the cost of the levy and that the country would

most likely need a second year of the tax to
cover the cost. averaging out the rates applied
to foreign companies and those for companies

incorporated in the country, sharafkuh
estimated the total tax burden will be between
$120-$200 million. the first step was to sign a

contract of friendship with the swiss firm in
1990. it was a political agreement to develop
bilateral relations between countries, said a
spokesman for the azerbaijani embassy in
washington, and covered everything from

economics to trade to energy. the other day, my
friend from azerbaijan phoned to ask if there
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was a way he could send some money to me in
europe. we had only met in new york, but he
said he really trusted me. his wife, he said,
wanted to start a business and they needed

funds in europe. we talked about this over the
phone and agreed that sending an airline ticket

via western union was not a good way to do
this. in order to receive the money and send it

back to his family, it would need to be done in a
way that no one would be suspicious. i

recommended that he do something less
suspicious, like create a business account in the
us and have her transfer money from there to

his. she could use a business account to receive
the money, then wire the money back to his

account. once the money was in his account, he
could send it to his family via western union.

she could also ask him to send a small amount
of money first, then she could wire the money

once she saw that he was using a western
union.
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however, the u.s. state department in
september waded into the disputes , warning
that azerbaijan may breach u.n. sanctions on

libya. the state department also warned against
a potential blockade on humanitarian convoys

coming to syria from turkey, to which the
country objected . aleksandr diniker is currently

working as a venture capital investor. this is
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free game developers on the web. gta liberty
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